Easter Treasure Hunt

If we turn it on we can water flowers, tulips, petunias, and maybe a rose, The next egg & clue can be found, by the _________.

Rake

Are you getting tired? Are you getting slower? Let's go trim the grass, the egg is on the ___________

Garden Hose

Towards a bush you should look, dig in the branches, look around, The egg hidden here is on the ___________.

Bicycle

Not quite time to gather leaves, But if I wanted to, this I would take, I think you’re looking for the ___________.

Lawnmower

The car drives on it, every single day. Walk along, look close, This clue is well hidden, along the ___________.

[driveway- dig a small divot and put at grass level]

Swing

"Higher, Higher," The child sings. Up and down we go, On the ___________.

[Towards a bush you should look, dig in the branches, look around, The egg hidden here is on the ___________.

Bird House

Not quite big enough for a grouse, Small flying animals might stay here. I bet we find the next clue at the ___________.

[Ground, under a bush]